
From: Cheryl Bowie
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Marijuana Plant Material Available from the NIDA Drug Supply Program

Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2019 5:12:16 PM

Marijuana Plant Material Available from the NIDA Drug Supply Program 
https://t.co/v1TlFu0k9h 





From: Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Cc: Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
Subject: Public Objection/comment for Tok area
Date: Thursday, July 25, 2019 9:37:24 AM
Attachments: Objection Comment.pdf

This is a public objection/comment for marijuana establishments in Tok
area. Not specific to an application/license: for MCB email.
 
Jane Sawyer
Occupational Licensing Examiner
Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office
907-269-0350
 
 
From: CEDP-TUNDRASHREW <CEDP-TUNDRASHREW@alaska.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2019 9:29 AM
To: Sawyer, Jane Preston (CED) <jane.sawyer@alaska.gov>
Subject: Objection Comment
 
 





From: Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Cc: Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
Subject: General Objection to MJ in Tok
Date: Tuesday, July 30, 2019 8:50:38 AM
Attachments: General Objection to MJ in Tok.pdf

The attached general objection to marijuana establishments in Tok is to go
with the emails-packet for the MCB.
 
Thank you
Jane Sawyer
Occupational Licensing Examiner
Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office
907-269-0350
 
 
From: CEDP-TUNDRASHREW <CEDP-TUNDRASHREW@alaska.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2019 8:46 AM
To: Sawyer, Jane Preston (CED) <jane.sawyer@alaska.gov>
Subject: General Objection to MJ in Tok
 
 



















From: Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Cc: Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
Subject: Comment for Tok from Bill Urban
Date: Thursday, August 08, 2019 12:50:57 PM
Attachments: Comment for Tok.pdf

Please add this attached comment for Tok in the MCB email packet.
 
Thanks
Jane Sawyer
Occupational Licensing Examiner
Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office
907-269-0350
 
From: CEDP-TUNDRASHREW <CEDP-TUNDRASHREW@alaska.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2019 12:47 PM
To: Sawyer, Jane Preston (CED) <jane.sawyer@alaska.gov>
Subject: Comment for Tok
 
 





From: Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Cc: Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
Subject: FW: Store in Tok
Date: Friday, August 16, 2019 1:22:57 PM

For MCB email.
 
Jane
 
From: pmilanowski@compuserve.com <pmilanowski@compuserve.com> 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2019 8:22 AM
To: Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored) <marijuana.licensing@alaska.gov>
Subject: Store in Tok
 
Dear AMCO,

Admittedly, the lure of incorporating our town’s name into a catchy name for a marijuana
sales joint makes Tok an irresistible no brainer target for such an establishment.

But given all the heartache, grief and brokenness wrought by drug use and abuse upon
individuals, families and communities in our region, how does it make any sense to facilitate,
promote and flaunt it? Voting it legal didn’t all of a sudden make it helpful, better or desirable.
There are reasons why people in safety dependent occupations are screened for drug use. Are
we really serious about giving young people, among others, the best possible shot at a secure,
meaningful and productive future? Shouldn’t we strengthen, rather than undermine, the
prospects of a bright future for the people we care for and about?

Please carefully and thoughtfully think it through, and for the reasons stated, move and take a
stand to reject the granting of a marijuana sales license anywhere near Tok, no matter how
clever or innocuous a name may be applied.

Respectfully submitted,

Paul Milanowski, Jr.
Box 101
Tok, AK 99780



From: Jonathan Strong
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Regulations public comment
Date: Tuesday, August 20, 2019 11:36:07 AM

At the previous two MCB meetings, comments were made advocating for a regulation project
to address child care accessibility in our industry. Please consider starting this regulations
project. To help move this forward, here is draft regulatory language to allow for child care
access in licensed premises.  Thank you.

3 AAC 306.710

(c) ... Except as provided in (d), a person under 21 ...

(d) For childcare purposes, a child under 5 years of age may enter a restricted access
area, when accompanied by their legal guardian who is a licensee, employee, or agent of
the marijuana establishment. The child's access shall be limited to areas such as office
space, that are not where marijuana or a marijuana product is grown, processed, tested,
stored, or stocked.

-- 
Jonathan Rupp Strong, Ph.D.
Scientific Director, CannTest, LLC
front desk: 907-258-6878
cell: 907-202-6484



From: Cheryl Bowie
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: CSAT National Advisory Committee
Date: Thursday, August 22, 2019 5:11:50 PM
Attachments: 1562339481305_DNR Industrial Hemp Pilot Program public comment @dreamgbutterfly botanicals.pdf

Bowie dreamgbutterfly botanicals Docket No. FDA-2019-N-1482 for Scientific Data and Information about
Products Containing Cannabis or Cannabis-Derived Compounds; Public Hearing; Request for Comments..pdf
Bowie dreamgbutterfly botanicals FDA FY2019 Generic Drug Regulatory Science Initiatives Public Workshop
Feedback.pdf
USDA AMS August Meeting AMS-SC-19-0061 Bowie.pdf
HempExecSumandLegalOpinion.pdf

I was invited to the CSAT NAC committee online yesterday out of the blue. 

CSAT August Meeting 

https://www.samhsa.gov/meetings/csat-national-advisory-council-meeting-august-2019

It seems like they just wanted my public comment so I sent them the following.

One of the things the corrections report identified was the desire and need law enforcement
had to be able to drop people off who are high that isn't the emergency room or jail. 

There will actually be peer support funding for it but it has to be connected to linkages of care
and things like a washeteria And similar services. It may be a way to help pay for day services
in some places that have the need and if you include some of the RUS urban AG money or
opioid fighting money some of these systems can help retrofit and upgrade energy systems and
communications while helping reduce cost of care and public safety burden for nonviolent
nonemergency issues and needs. I pasted what I sent below.

I'd use part of my income to pay for hep c treatments for those identified in the reports.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Bowie
@dreamgbutterfly botanicals
9079036513

The following is what I forwarded....

Just a general update to help people identify what's happening in other places. 

Regarding on-site consumption, when I attended the Health Summit 2.0 in Alaska with Jim
Carrol attending it last year there were justice reform programs seeking peer support funding
and others seeking drug replacement approvals that included using cannabis as a replacement. 

On-site consumption can take many forms from research, medical and adult use are just a few
but in the height of the drug war we need to have all tools available and cannabis is providing
a safe means for millions of people across the country to reduce their use and dosages of
dangerous drugs such as opioids. 

I support on-site consumption and I hope the city council supports our industry. 



Furthermore, patients cannot be forced to the streets to consume medical marijuana, it's legal
in many states and the laws and policies should reflect the legal status of these programs. 

Industrial Hemp: The following information about the USDA Hemp Production Program and
Frequently Asked Questions about USDA NIFA research has been updated since passage of
the 2018 Farm Bill. https://t.co/IRDw09EIO2 https://t.co/SQirVGRjgg

USDA Clarifies Industrial Hemp Production for Indian Tribes
https://t.co/RbpIFZU4VX

Listen to my testimony starting at 2:13:36 (Cheryl Bowie with @dreamgbutterfly botanicals). 
2018 Farm Bill Webinar on Domestic Hemp Production Program Follow-up
https://t.co/drCh8RBhFH https://t.co/hx6Com6zs2
 
CannaComments 
https://t.co/J0bYHHNG49

Legal Opinion on Authorities for Hemp Production https://t.co/zM5RL78dcJ
https://t.co/8YVadaonIb

FULL COMMITTEE HEARING: Challenges for Cannabis and Banking: Outside
Perspectives 
https://t.co/UkQoUMWO8T 

I encourage you to support the medical and research aspect of this industry. Patients need
more representation.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Bowie
@dreamgbutterfly botanicals
cherylbwab@gmail.com
9079036513



 

@dreamgbutterfly botanicals 

 

 
 
To: Robert Carter, Division of Agriculture at 5310 South 

Bodenburg Spur, Palmer, Alaska 99645 

From: @dreamgbutterfly botanicals 

Cheryl Bowie 

 

Re: BRIEF DESCRIPTION: The Department of Natural Resources, proposes to develop an industrial hemp 

pilot program to implement amendments to and new provisions in AS 03.05 and AS 11.71.900, enacted 

under Chapter 5 SLA 2018 (SB 6).  

 

My name is Cheryl Bowie with @dreamgbutterfly botanicals. I’m part Inupiaq Eskimo from the 

Northwest Arctic of Alaska. Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony on hemp. 

 
Many states are creating busy friendly environments to include hemp in the forward looking estimates 
for planning and development. There are many stakeholders working in Hemp and although not as 
touted as the other medical or adult use programs the Hemp industry has been growing steadily across 
almost all states in the union.  
 
I recommend checking in with other Hemp programs happening across the country to identify strengths 
and challenges. Many farmers in similar meetings over the past year expressed interest and concerns 
regarding price gouging on seeds, different growing seasons and whatnot.  I was impressed with some of 
their sticking points and prices.  
 
I think that there should be a period of time where people learn about the growth and relative plant 
profile to establish a norm before setting a potentially detrimental or poorer quality product due to 
setting standards like .3 THC.  
 
I recommend allowing for an alternative option other than seizing someone’s property or farm if they 
produce a crop that is higher than the set standard especially during the first initial years.  
I believe there is a lot of interest in this field across the board from the private sector to the military. 
 
I attend online meetings and webinars with different agencies multiple times a week at this point and 
there is a lot of interest in this field and other urban agriculture efforts. I included some recent initiatives 
that have been happening.  
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Industrial Hemp.  The following information about the USDA Hemp Production Program and Frequently 
Asked Questions about USDA NIFA research has been updated since passage of the 2018 Farm 
Bill. https://t.co/IRDw09EIO2 https://t.co/SQirVGRjgg 
 
USDA Clarifies Industrial Hemp Production for Indian Tribes https://t.co/RbpIFZU4VX 
 

The USDA Agricultural Marketing Service recently held the 2018 Farm Bill Hemp Listening Session that 

49 different people spoke at and I am fortunate to have been included as one of them! They included 

and Alaskan. My testimony starts at 2:13:36, and can be listened to at the following link: 

https://zoom.us/recording/share/q1hdqA4gQo8JxMO4iF7Hrpe660Wbs46-8RYC4r7hp0CwIumekTziMw 

 

I look forward watching the regulatory field change to identify areas that need clarity, efficiency and 

uniformity. I encourage you to create a cohesive business friendly avenue for people to gain entry into 

the field or area of agriculture, science, research and commerce.  I think plants like hemp should be 

unclassified and state regulated.   

 

There are going to be so many changes and so much growth for the foreseeable future, it’s really 

exciting to me. There is finally a new way to measure and regulate science, commerce and the drug or 

healthcare industry. I think we are really stepping into a new era.  Commerce is changing right now and I 

believe we will have more local stakeholder involvement as foreign manufacturing is being reviewed 

comparatively to new state efforts. The time of only be watchful is coming to pass; I believe it’s time to 

get this industry off and running.  Thank you once again for the opportunity to submit testimony and for 

your consideration.  Let’s grow Alaska!  



 

@dreamgbutterfly botanicals 

 

 
 

To: US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) From: @dreamgbutterfly botanicals 

 

Re: Docket No. FDA-2019-N-1482 for “Scientific Data and Information about Products 

Containing Cannabis or Cannabis-Derived Compounds; Public Hearing; Request for 

Comments.” 

 

My name is Cheryl Bowie with @dreamgbutterfly botanicals. I’m part Inupiaq Eskimo 

and hopefully with the Stigler Act Amendment I’ll be able to say I’m a descendant of the 

Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations. Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony.  

I’ve been working on a project studying the impacts of cannabis on our communities 

since a former fellowship initially called Desire vs Fact: How Cannabis is Affecting Our 

Communities. Measuring safety is something that can be done in various ways such as 

measuring the reduction of different procedures or mixed drug doses a person with a chronic 

condition faces every day. 

There are many benefits to cannabis compounds and it is helping reduce the use of 

opioids and the number of procedures for some conditions such as spasticity. Reducing 

unnecessary procedures such as injections in outpatient settings or reducing the dosages of  

prescriptions as a result of finding a safer drug if it’s cannabis or otherwise should be the FDA’s 

main goal even if it has faced decades of bad press from a long ago and outdated era in history. 

Medicine and drug development is changing largely due to precision medicine and 

agriculture helping us to ultimately establish more realistic and applicable policies in health, 

medicine, drugs and crime.  

There are exciting new regulatory frameworks designed to build public trust and 

engagement such as adult use initiatives. I cannot express what a prime opportunity it is to 

provide health education, an increased understanding of chemistry, biology and medicine while 

stimulating the economy and increasing interest in STEM.  
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Providing an accessible legal platform for people to learn about and openly engage in 

drug development or related activities that are out of reach for the general public is a start to 

increase safety in ways I am sure each community would like to tell you about directly. This is 

also a time that many agencies appear to be revisiting policies critical to how we set, measure 

and evaluate important industry standards. Transparency and inclusion in these processes will 

do a lot to further the growth and understanding of the practical and legal aspects of STEM 

furthering diversity and growth of this industry. 

Including all community members is critical to the success or failure of these programs. 

Dispensaries seem to operate as a gap coverage plan for people who need assistance to obtain 

access due to health, insurance, financial and other legal barriers. Increasing access to 

cannabis products has helped reduce the risk of adverse drug or mixed drug-drug reactions in 

states with legal cannabis which can be identified in the Medicare Part D reductions of 

prescriptions in legal states. 

My background includes formal training in college and at a government hospital in 

patient engagement and education while assisting health investigators with regulatory and 

research processes and providing technical assistance in order to complete my degree in 

human services.  

I strongly encourage the FDA to actively engage in the process to reschedule cannabis 

and mushrooms along with other plants or compounds being identified as safer alternatives to 

opioids, alcohol and other drugs that have high drug-drug interactions. This will give local 

communities, states and tribes new options on how to better identify and deal with issues in 

these areas pertinent to them. 

The USDA Agricultural Marketing Service recently held the 2018 Farm Bill Hemp 

Listening Session that 49 different people spoke at and I am fortunate to have been included as 

one of them; my testimony starts at 2:13:36, and can be listened to at the following link: 

https://zoom.us/recording/share/q1hdqA4gQo8JxMO4iF7Hrpe660Wbs46-

8RYC4r7hp0CwIumekTziMw 

I enjoy studying the variance of law and the ways different laws are created, structured, 

interpreted and applied. I look forward to the changing methodologies in research, medicine and 

new initiatives being developed. We can focus making access safe not only affordable for 

everyone. I am open to providing a presentation if that’s an option. Thank you once again for the 

opportunity to submit testimony and for your consideration. 



 

 

@dreamgbutterfly botanicals 
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To: US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)  

Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER SBIA) 

From: @dreamgbutterfly botanicals 

 

Re: Fiscal Year (FY) 2019 Generic Drug Regulatory Science Initiatives Public Workshop  

 

Date: March 25, 2019 

My name is Cheryl Bowie with @dreamgbutterfly botanicals. I’m part Inupiaq Eskimo 

and hopefully with the Stigler Act Amendment I’ll be able to say I’m a descendant of the 

Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations. Thank you for the opportunity to speak today.  

I’ve been working on a project studying the impacts of cannabis on our communities 

since a fellowship my former employer and healthcare provider nominated me for. I believe the 

FDA can do a lot to increase stakeholder input and engagement by starting to participate in 

current regulatory initiatives across the country along with other government agencies.  

Identifying and increasing collaboration and access for all people to participate in new 

drug initiatives and justice reforms that are being fostered locally such as the hemp and 

recreational and medical cannabis programs are a healthy breeding ground for new ideas, talent 

and an improved understanding of science, health and medicine across the board.  

These local and state initiatives are stimulating interest in these areas and other forms of 

advanced or precision agriculture and medicine. They are increasing safety in different ways for 

patients and community members in addition to helping people impacted by the drug war while 

providing a legal platform for people to learn about and openly engage in drug development and 

educational activities that are largely out of reach for the general public. Including all community 

members is critical to the success or failure of these programs and dispensaries seem to 

operate as a gap coverage plan for people who need assistance to obtain access due to health, 

insurance, financial and other legal barriers. 

I cannot express what a prime opportunity it is to provide health education and an 

increased understanding of chemistry, biology and medicine while stimulating the economy and 

increasing interest in STEM. 



 

 

@dreamgbutterfly botanicals 
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My background includes formal training in college and at a local hospital on patient 

engagement and education while assisting health investigators with their regulatory and 

research processes while providing technical assistance in order to complete my degree in 

human services.  

I strongly encourage the FDA actively engage in the process to reschedule cannabis and 

mushrooms along with other plant compounds that are being identified as great alternatives to 

opioids, alcohol and other drugs that have high drug-drug interactions and are being identified 

as having better drug safety profiles than that of current drug options. This will give local 

communities, states and tribes new options on how to better identify and deal with issues in 

these areas pertinent to them. Identifying financial, legal and regulatory barriers that increase 

cost, create stove pipes or limit access is something the new initiatives such as the hemp and 

cannabis programs across the country are already doing and are really a natural fit for industry 

and patient engagement and education. 

The USDA Agricultural Marketing Service recently held the 2018 Farm Bill Hemp 

Listening Session that 49 different people spoke in and it can be listened to at the following link: 

https://zoom.us/recording/share/q1hdqA4gQo8JxMO4iF7Hrpe660Wbs46-

8RYC4r7hp0CwIumekTziMw 

I personally enjoy studying the variance of law and the ways different laws are created, 

structured, applied and interpreted; which makes this almost like nirvana for me and I look 

forward to the changing methodologies in research, medicine and other landscapes such as 

adult use that increase access and understanding while improving safety, quality, and cost all 

the way around improving the quality of life and access for all people.  

 

Cheryl Bowie 

@dreamgbutterfly botanicals 

9079036513 

cherylbwab@gmail.com 
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To: USDA Agricultural Marketing Service #AMS-SC-19-

0061.  

From: @dreamgbutterfly botanicals 

 

Re: Fruit and Vegetable Advisory Committee  

Date: August 14, 2019 

My name is Cheryl Bowie with @dreamgbutterfly botanicals. I’m part Inupiaq Eskimo 

from northwest Alaska, thank you for the opportunity to participate however remotely.  

I’ve been working on a project studying the impacts of cannabis on our communities 

since a fellowship my former employer and healthcare provider nominated me for. I will keep my 

comments brief but wanted the opportunity to introduce myself and just make mention of the 

many different state level efforts happening in relation to agriculture, both urban and rural.  

As you may know Alaska is a very rural area that has limited access to fresh fruits and 

vegetables; if you combine this with limited transportation, the need (not only the demand) for 

fresh agriculture products comes at a premium cost to people in rural areas of our state, greatly 

impacting their ability to provide locally sustainable produce and access to healthy foods that 

can improve our diet and health. My first memorable experience with fruit as a child was 

watching my aunt rehydrate (boil) dried fruit to make pie. This is not a story a lot of people know 

but it is a very relevant to many lifestyles bound to this practice due to Alaska’s remoteness. 

I’m currently working on a project studying the impact of cannabis on our communities 

and cannot help but notice the similar infrastructure needs and requirements. This type of 

infrastructure is largely in need in our state as I am sure other industries are looking at some of 

the new urban agriculture designs to incorporate into health, education and commerce.  

Rural areas of Alaska are currently experiencing hardships related to transportation, high 

unemployment rates and the increasing cost of living related to delivering services such as 

health, education and commerce activities in rural areas and an even greater need to create 

sustainable environments as things change around them.  

I think that utilizing some of the agricultural programs to mitigate some of the health and 

economic hardships being experienced by some of our most needy people and places is a great 
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idea and we could incorporate some of the new indoor agriculture designs to meet standards 

set by other federal agencies to meet upgrade requirements for energy, education and 

information technology and telecommunications.    

Identifying key stakeholders in agriculture to develop new partnerships and identify 

common goals or at least common infrastructure needs to meet desirable outcomes is critical to 

having successful outcomes especially in rural areas.  

AMS works with many stakeholders that either have access to or share similar 

infrastructure and security needs. These can provide educational, employment and access to 

infrastructure that can give people access to current commerce platforms to reduce 

unemployment in their areas and help create financially and economically competitive platforms 

regardless of location.  

Alaska is the unsung hero of indoor agriculture due to our climate and the military’s need 

to provide food here in the early 1900’s. Alaska has a rich history of both indoor and outdoor 

agriculture in an adverse environment of which the world has drawn on much experience.  

Alaska is also an area being spotlighted as a climate change example due to the highly 

regulated and least developed area I believe in the country. The cost loss of different climate 

change models however accurate or inclusive often fail to identify ways to help local people 

create infrastructure models that increase health and safety for them and their families while 

preserving what they identify as important culturally or within their environment.  

These urban agriculture designs used for fresh fruit, produce, biotechnology, drug 

development and so forth offer relative ease of deployment with some designs that are 

achievable for people in rural areas and would help mitigate economic hardships in these areas 

while helping utility, communications, telehealth and other providers identify new opportunities 

to increase access in rural areas.  

I just wanted to take a minute to introduce myself and let you know people around the 

country are looking at all of these systems as drug regulation and cannabis or hemp are 

discussed. It’s a wonderful time to identify different synergies to accomplish shared goals. I look 

forward to watching things unfold through these efforts. 



































August 23,  2019 
 
 
 
AMCO Board of Directors 
550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1600  
Anchorage, AK 99501 
 
AMCO BOARD MEETING SEPTEMBER 11-13, 2109 
 
 
Dear AMCO Board. 
 
This reaches you with concerns addressing AMCOs ability to enforce your Marijuana Cultivation and Limited 
Marijuana Cultivation license requirement for odor control.  As of today, there are 34 (combined) operating 
licenses in Anchorage, and 78 operating licenses in the Mat-Su Borough.  After the licenses waiting for ap-
proval the numbers will be– Anchorage with 42 active facilities and the Mat-Su Borough with 98.  These num-
bers will only grow over time.  Your enforcement department has only five employees which need to cover 
both Anchorage and the Mat-Su Borough– for all of four of your licenses and their many compliances.  You 
currently can not keep up on complaints for odor control. 
 
Marijuana Cultivation and Limited Marijuana Cultivation licenses’ main compliance enforcement need is for 
odor control.  Because these licenses operate 24 hours a day- odor violations can occur at anytime.  Your 
office takes calls from 9am-12n and 1pm-4pm, Monday thru Friday.  If called in during your 6 hours of opera-
tions– compliance officers take about an hour to reach the MSB license location (Willow and Talkeenta will 
take longer).  A complaint reported at any other time becomes “after-the-fact” – where you do not qualify 
this as “enforceable” because you didn't smell it.   MSB does not regulate Limited Marijuana Cultivation Facil-
ities- so they can be located in a residential area, unlike Anchorage with its zoning restrictions.  It is important 
you note this, because you will have more odor complaints from the MSB.  Your tracking of this difference 
should hold true. 
 
The need to have enforcement employees located in the Mat-Su Valley is in front of you.  You currently can 
not fulfill the compliance requests with a staff of 5– as shared by a current staff employee.  Also shared– a 
compliance officer has to smell marijuana upon their visit to write a violation.  An on-call employee, that can 
handle complaints in real time, is something you need to consider.  Remember you are only open for 6 hours 
Monday– Friday.   Without this ability to meet a resident when a complaint is called in, you are wasting time 
and effort in following up if odor is not present. 
 
The AMCO allows four odor compliance violations, within a three year period, before you rescind a license.  
This indicates to me that there is current technology available to keep odor contained.  You currently have a 
license operating with complaints submitted for the months of June, July, and August.  I sincerely hope this is 
not considered a typical situation.  Both residents (that abut its’ property) have had to close their windows, 
close their doors and not be outside due to the amount of stench that engulfs their personal property– oc-
curring on numerous occasions.  They put up with odor on their property for an entire month of May before 
they realized they could file a complaint.  So, for four months this license holder has been operating and al-
lowing odor off his property– if the residents smelt it so did the license holder.  How long would you put up 
with this abuse and violation of your personal property?  How many months will the AMCO allow this contin-
ue?  Six months, a year?   
 
 



How many complaints do you need before you investigate?  To date there are 11 complaints and two viola-
tions on file.  Are these residents paying the price because you are under staffed?  Why doesn’t this license 
have appropriate odor control equipment?  Have you confirmed any upgrade in equipment since the first 
violation was provided in June?   
 

On one of the two AMCO enforcement follow-ups- the compliance officer spoke to several individuals work-

ing directly across from this license (approximately 350 feet from the facility).  They shared that they had 

smelt marijuana throughout the day.  Your enforcement officer submitted a violation for that visit even 

though he did not smell it.  Be mindful, these individuals were standing at the exact location where our chil-

dren catch the school bus four times a day for the past 10 years and school has started– all shared with the 

AMCO.  Does it take a third party to experience odor (along with the resident) to produce a violation– as it 

did in the above situation?  If so, please let our residents know this so they can have a third party present 

when marijuana odor is engulfing their property so they too can testify to that fact. 

 

Detecting odor and complying with regulations for a marijuana cultivation facilities is not new.  Other states 

and cities compliance officers and police departments have been using a tool called Nasal Ranger.  It is an 

olfactometer, or smell-o-scope designed to determine the strength of marijuana.  This can be provided to 

residents where there is continuous abuse of odor– after 4pm when your office is closed and on weekends 

when no one can respond.  This tool will allow you to verify odor and assist with a cultivation facilities ability 

to maintain their compliance requirements with the AMCO.   It will stop the abuse to residual landowners 

who deserve to live on their property without a neighbor affecting their quality of life.  More importantly, 

you are not wasting time investigating odor after the fact.  You are playing cat and mouse without a tool to 

assist you in documenting odor emissions when you do not accept a residents word for it. 

 

The AMCO is still in its infancy.  You are fine tuning your regulations and requirements to meet your goals 

and requirements at every meeting you hold.  My concerns with current enforcement shortcomings and my 

suggestions come to you on behalf of residents and in the anticipation of your growth.   

 

I ask you to consider my suggestions in hopes that they will assist you with the success of the AMCO’s obliga-

tions to the State of Alaska, who’s statutes are in place to protect our residents. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 
Sam A. Hanson 
Alaskan Resident since 1959 
Residential Homeowner- Shaw’s Tri-Lakes Core Area 
 

cc:  Alaska Senator Mike Showers, MSB, Assemblyman Jessie Somner 

 


